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Check the availability of a specific machine, tell you the IP address. Available Features: It also tells the current hostname, IP address, gateway, subnet, and dns server of the host. Available Code: Available [Currently $15.00] [Price: 1,999/100,000] (0 votes, average: 5.00 out of 5)You need to be a registered member to rate this.Loading... yofel January 19, 2006, 12:27 Great idea! This has never been done before, but it was the only way I could think of to
find a list of servers up to the last 1-2 minutes before me. The program uses a list of about 30,000+ machines and around 1-3 million daily probes so I'm no speed demon. If someone would like to run the script and extract the IPs and hostnames I have no issues in supplying the list of servers, thanks extro_monkey January 19, 2006, 14:14 Why didn't you guys release a.EXE version? So you can just click a button and get the list? I don't have anything better
to do than to wade through the output of a python script that has to hit 30,000+ machines for what to do just 1 minute before me, so that's what I'll do. EDIT: The site is up? arthurpo January 19, 2006, 19:42 I tried it, and it is really good, very fast. It takes minutes to work, you can stop it, everything is in human readable form. Yup, I'm running it. It is very fast. I spent a lot of time running it through different languages, all worth it because I got what I
wanted, its a great program. One thing to note is the probes and servers are updated dynamically. As time goes on more servers come online and others go offline. So, it does depend on the status of your network, if its out of date, you're going to miss some stuff, or you could get stuff you don't want. Anyways, its a fast program, it may not tell you everything you want, but if you have a list of a few servers to find, it will be fine. Cheers Brady 01
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- MAC is the Hardware MAC address - IP is the IP address - Name is the host name given the IP address - Status is the status of the host given the host name (available / up / down) If you change the status from available to down then you will no longer be able to query the server. Only the default status (available) will work as expected. Version 1.0 Released by the master of hacks, ACOD! * Name: Available * Author: ACOD! * URL: * Description:
Available is a simple whois application that will probe any server on the Internet to tell you if it is available / up / running. It does a probe via ICMP and UDP echo port 7. IT also probes the home HTML page via port 80. As a side effect, it will tell you the IP address given the host name, or the host name given the IP address. NOTE: May be used freely for any purpose but military. KEYMACRO Description: - MAC is the Hardware MAC address - IP is
the IP address - Name is the host name given the IP address - Status is the status of the host given the host name (available / up / down) If you change the status from available to down then you will no longer be able to query the server. Only the default status (available) will work as expected. * Name: Available * Author: ACOD! * URL: * Description: Available is a simple whois application that will probe any server on the Internet to tell you if it is
available / up / running. It does a probe via ICMP and UDP echo port 7. IT also probes the home HTML page via port 80. As a side effect, it will tell you the IP address given the host name, or the host name given the IP address. NOTE: May be used freely for any purpose but military. KEYMACRO Description: - MAC is the Hardware MAC address - IP is the IP address - Name is the host name given the IP address - Status is the status of the host given
the host name (available / up / down) If you change the status from available to down then you will no longer be able to query the server. Only the default status (available) will 81e310abbf
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Available [Updated]
Version 4.1.00: 1. Added probe for /etc/hosts.avail 2. Changed link to original test script from Richard Firth 3. Fixed probe for /etc/hosts.avail 4. Added probe for HOME_HTML.avail 5. Changed link to original test script from Richard Firth 6. Fixed probe for HOME_HTML.avail 7. Added probe for /etc/hosts.avail 8. Corrected output a little bit 9. Fixed probe for HOME_HTML.avail 10. Added dependency on AF_INET6 for IPv6 (SOLARIS) 11.
Fixed probe for HOME_HTML.avail 12. Fixed probe for HOME_HTML.avail 13. Added dependency on AF_INET for IPv4 (MUST) 14. Updated version history 15. Updated version history This version includes all of the previous features and adds: 1. Added probe for /etc/hosts.avail 2. Changed link to original test script from Richard Firth 3. Fixed probe for /etc/hosts.avail 4. Added probe for HOME_HTML.avail 5. Changed link to original test script
from Richard Firth 6. Fixed probe for HOME_HTML.avail 7. Added probe for /etc/hosts.avail 8. Corrected output a little bit 9. Fixed probe for HOME_HTML.avail 10. Added dependency on AF_INET6 for IPv6 (SOLARIS) 11. Fixed probe for HOME_HTML.avail 12. Fixed probe for HOME_HTML.avail 13. Added dependency on AF_INET for IPv4 (MUST) 14. Updated version history 15. Updated version history FAQ: I can't get Available to
work! What am I doing wrong? - Make sure you have the ICMP package installed. On some platforms (like Fedora, SuSE) this is already installed. - Make sure you have the correct privileges. Run "id" to check who you are and what your groups are. "id" can be run as root. - Your firewall rules may be blocking ICMP or UDP echo port 7. If your firewall rules are ok, then the problem is your OS. You may want to install nmap to probe the outside world

What's New in the?
This application is for any purpose. May be used freely but not military. This program may be used freely. License: GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE Version 2, June 1991 Copyright (C) 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA. Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim
copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed. Preamble The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program
whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too. When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can
get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things. To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it. For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights. We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software. Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not the
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System Requirements For Available:
1.5 GHz 64-bit Single or Dual Core CPU 2 GB RAM 1 GB VRAM Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10 4 GB hard disk space 8 GB or greater flash drive space 800 x 600 resolution DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card with 512 MB or more DirectX 11 compatible graphics card with 1 GB or more Windows Vista compatible (Internet Explorer 10, 12, and Firefox 10, 12) Internet connection Coins must
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